A proper edge coloring of graph G is called equitable adjacent strong edge coloring if colored sets from every two adjacent vertices incident edge are different,and the number of edges in any two color classes differ by at most one,which the required minimum number of colors is called the adjacent strong equitable edge chromatic number. In this paper, we discuss the adjacent strong equitable edge coloring of join-graphs about n n P P , n n P C and n n C C .
Abstract. A proper edge coloring of graph G is called equitable adjacent strong edge coloring if colored sets from every two adjacent vertices incident edge are different,and the number of edges in any two color classes differ by at most one,which the required minimum number of colors is called the adjacent strong equitable edge chromatic number. In this paper, we discuss the adjacent strong equitable edge coloring of join-graphs about n n P P , n n P C and n n C C .
Introduction
The coloring problem of graphs is widely applied in practice. In [1] , some conditional coloring problems as introduced. Some network problem can be converted to the strong edge coloring [2−5] and adjacent strong edge coloring [6] . DEFINITION 1 [2−5] For a graph G(V, E), if a proper coloring f is satisfied with 
is called the adjacent strong edge chromatic number of G [6] .Where 
Conjecture [6] For a connected graph with order
is maximal degree ofG.
There are many references proof this conjecture is true, for example [7] [8] , for [9] For graph G and graph H,
, then H G is called join-graph of G and H . LEMMA 1 [6] If G is a connected graph with |V(G)|≥ 3, and chromatic number of G. LEMMA 3For (complete graph with order 4), it's true by [6] .
.By Lemma 1,we need to prove thatexist a 3 n −ASEEC. Let n P and n P be
Case2When
3 n , a mapping f from ) ( 3 3 P P E to{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is defined as follows:
, a mapping f from 4 4 ( ) E P P to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} is defined as follows:
For such f, we have: So f is 7 -ASEECof 
For such f, we have: 
So f is 8−ASEECof 5 5 P P . The conclusion is true.
Case5When
6 n , a mapping f from 6 6 ( ) E P P to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} is given as follows: 
( ) 3; ( ) 4; ( ) 9.
For the f , we have: 
So, the f is a 9 -ASEECof i ki
1, 2, 3, , .
For above reasons,the theorem 1 is true.
Adjacent Strong Edge Coloring of
By lemma 1,we should only proof n n P C exist ( ( ) ( ) { 1 }, 1,2, , .
1, 2, 3, , 2. .Thus
, It is contradictory.So 
; n n E C C n n ,andeach vertex lack just one color and the vertices lack the same color in a same cycle and not adjacent,and nis an odd, so it is not possible that odd number vertices lack same color. For the edge number of , the theorem 3 is true.
From all of above, the theorem 3 is true.
